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Background… about Business Interruption (BI) products

About this update
The High Court has handed down judgment in the COVID-19 Business Interruption insurance test case
of The Financial Conduct Authority v Arch and Others on 15 September 2020.

Business Interruption Policies
Loss cause by physical damage

What is Business Interruption Policy?
Business interruption insurance covers loss of profits and

Extensions …

additional expenses that an insured suffers as a result of insured

Many policies, however, include specific extensions for matters
other than physical damage. It is this non-damage business
interruption cover that was squarely in issue here.

There were 21 sample wordings considered (some 700 types of
policies across 60 different insurers and 370,000 policyholders
could potentially be affected by the test case).

FCA Test Case

damage to physical property, such as following a fire or flood.

Hybrid
Wording

Disease
Wording

Prevention
of access

provisions
which are
engaged by
restrictions
imposed on the
premises in
relation to
notifiable
disease

provide cover in
arising from the
occurrence of a
notifiable
disease within a
specified radius
of the insured
premises

provide cover
where there
has been a
prevention of
access to the
premises due to
government
authority action
or restrictions.

The judgement… an introduction

About the Judgement (15 September 2020)
While different conclusions were reached in respect of each wording, the Court found in favour
of the FCA on the majority of the key issues, in particular in respect of coverage triggers under
most disease and ‘hybrid’ clauses, certain denial of access/public authority clauses, as well as
causation and ‘trends’ clauses. Clearly time will be needed to fully digest the judgment, but
now, the policy holders can consider:
• if any of the findings are directly (or indirectly) applicable to their wording; and
• what additional issues will need to be considered to establish and prove a valid claim.
Next Steps
Parties will review the judgement now and if applicable, parties can either:
• Appeal the judgement on an expedited basis (as agreed between the parties),
• Accept the judgement and use its principles to settle the claims (and complaints).

How does it impact you… it does!

If you have a claim/complaint
By 22 September, the insurers (or indeed brokers) should be in contact with you to provide
further update and potentially explain to you what the judgement means to the specific claim or
complaint.

Business Interruption product brokers
Whilst it is still early to assess the full impact of the judgement, distributors of BI policies should
read and analyse the relevant sections of the judgement to ensure the distribution (and relevant
disclosures) are appropriately made to prospected clients.

It is also expected that complaints will be generated following the judgement (with respect to
mis-selling products or indeed the claims handling elements). As a result, firms should be
prepared to handle such complaints fairly, promptly and in line with the judgement.

How does it impact you… it does!

If you are an insurer
The judgement was never intended to resolve any specific issue but to provide clarity and
guidance for certain ambiguity caused by product wording. With that in mind (and subject to
appeal), insurers need to:
1. Provide a written update to all impacted policyholders within 7 days
2. Review all pending claims and cases in light of judgement
3. Quantify the settlement amount for each class of claimant
4. Address any pending complaints in light of the judgement
5. Provide the FCA with the relevant information/update
Concurrently with the assessment of the claims and complaints, insurers should conduct the
product value assessment and report back to the regulator on their findings by 6 December
2020.

How does it impact you… it does!

General Insurance Intermediaries
Whilst majority of firms would not be involved in the distribution or servicing of Business
Interruption products, it is important to remember that there are still indirect implications. We
have tried to summarise (a few) of them below:
• Product manufacturers
• Firms who are involved in product manufacturing would need to ensure that the
product, distribution method and target market are clearly aligned. Amongst other
matters, firms should look at the current product wording (and the intention of the
product) to ensure that all distribution literatures reflect that, in line with the
prospect’s information need.
• General Observation
• One of the indirect “lesson” of the BI test case is to ensure absolute clarity not
only in wording of the products but also in contractual arrangements (including
employment contracts, TOBAs, BAAs, etc)
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Note section
You may use this section to take notes of key actions or assessments and file it for your record keeping.

Key Publication
•
•

FCA’s BI website (click here)
Judgement Summary (click here)
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How was your update?
Let us know here.

This update is designed to bring you high-level overview of the latest regulatory developments. Whilst we
strive to tailor it to the relevant markets, each firm is fundamentally different and therefore this document
cannot be taken as a professional advice. RR Compliance Associates reserves all rights.

